Information Packet
HILLIARD ROWING ASSOCIATION

Welcome to Hilliard Rowing, we are happy to have you! This introductory
packet will help you become familiar with some of the terms and
commands associated with the sport of rowing. Along with the information
in this packet, there are a few basic club rules we would like to review.
This is your team: As a member of Hilliard Rowing you have a very
unique opportunity for ownership of your club. Hilliard Rowing is a club sport it is not associated with the
Hilliard Athletic Department. This means the school district does not own the rowing program, you do. Your
club fees pay for everything from equipment to racing shells, to miscellaneous expenses like launch gas
and repairs. The two most important rules on this team are:
Be Respectful. What does this mean to you:
Respect the equipment- this is your equipment, paid for entirely by your club fees. The better you
take care of your equipment on a daily basis, the better and longer it will work for you.
Respect your teammates- each person on this team is a unique individual who can bring diversity
and individuality to the team. Please be respectful of your teammates and friends both physically
and verbally to ensure we have the best season possible.
Respect your coaches- we are here to help and support you as athletes and individuals in any way
we can. If you have questions or issues, please speak with us directly so we can find the answers
together. We intend to be open with you, and expect honesty in return.
Respect yourself- You have made a commitment to this team in many ways: time, finance and
energy name just a few. Consider all you are putting into this team, in order to get as much out of it
you must work hard and never sell yourself short. You are capable of doing exactly what you
convince yourself you are capable of doing.
Be Responsible. What this means to you:
Be Prepared- Be sure you have all the equipment you need (appropriate clothing and shoes,
water…), that you have made good choices in your diet and behavior (eat right, get enough
sleep…), and that you are ready to learn and grow as an athlete every day.
Come to practice (on time) with the right attitude, ready to row and work hard.
Practice is not social hour we are here to work and learn.
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Practice is two hours long. For two hours focus on nothing but rowing (don’t think about your big math test
Thursday, what you’ll be eating for dinner, or painting your nails etc…)
If you know you are going to miss a practice please tell me at least 24 hours ahead of time. (do not text me
20 minutes before practice telling me you can’t make it)
Remember, as coaches, we care most about providing you with an opportunity to grow and develop both
as an athlete and as an individual; the closer we adhere to these rules, the more time we have to become
better rowers and have fun doing it.

Background

The Hilliard Rowing Association first put oars in the water in fall
2004, quickly earning a reputation as a very competitive team.
A club sport, the team welcomes girls and boys from Hilliard Area
High Schools. They travel to regattas throughout Ohio (sometimes
and farther) competing on both varsity and novice levels in boats
of four and eight rowers. The team competes in both spring and
fall races.
Rowing involves commitment, consistency, communication, competition and confidence – not only from the
rowers, but from the coach and parents as well.
The HRA is overseen by a board that includes a President, a Vice President, a Treasurer, Secretary, and a
Board Liaison in addition to Chairs of Fundraising, Communication/Web, Facility Management and Regatta
Hospitality Committees. The board works very closely with the coaches.

PRACTICES
Where do they row?

Our practice facility is at the end of Harriott Road in Shawnee Hills. It is one mile North of the Columbus
zoo but on the west side of the Scioto River. Please note; watch your speed both in Shawnee Hills and on
Harriott Road as it is monitored closely by law enforcement.

What is their practice schedule?

We practice after school on the Scioto River weather permitting four days a week after school and either
Friday evening or Saturday morning. Before we can get on the water the rowers may work out lifting, doing
circuits, erging, and running to get ready for the physical demands of rowing.
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PHYSICAL DEMANDS OF ROWING
Rowing is one of the most physically demanding of all sports. Be sure your rower is getting plenty of sleep,
eating a well balanced diet, and drinking a lot of water. Encourage the elimination of pop from his or her
diet.
We will do warm-ups and cool downs before and after rowing to loosen up and cut down on possible
injuries. On days when your rower is not in the gym or on the water, it would be beneficial if they were to
complete his or her own workout or run.

What can we do about blisters my rower will have?
Blisters happen. The best thing to do is to keep the area clean and dry and let the skin callous over with
time. He or she can use tape on their hands to minimize the friction caused by the oars and erg machines.

Why can’t my rower wear gloves to row?
The rowers need to be able to feel the oars properly and how they are responding to the water. Gloves
inhibit that sense of feeling.

REGATTAS
What happens at a Regatta?
Regattas are a lot of fun for the rowers and for the parents. A regatta is a day-long event. Be prepared to
cheer for the HRA boats, but also be prepared for a lot of waiting between races! In the spring, the rowers
will row shorter head to head races against other boats, with the top finisher in each heat, advancing to the
finals. The rowers will spend a lot of time resting and getting ready for their races. The parents spend a lot
of time setting up the site (and socializing), making sure the rowers have everything they need to be a
competitive team.

How long is a Regatta?
Regattas are full day events, beginning early in the morning and finishing late in the afternoon. All rowers
are expected to stay for the entire event, even if the event they raced in is finished in the morning. They will
be expected to stay until all the team’s boats are out of the water, de-rigged, and loaded on the trailer.

Is there anything I can do to help at a Regatta?
Yes. A lot of hands are needed at the beginning of the day to unload, and set-up. During the day, food
preparation, and clean-up of meals will be necessary. At the end of the day, we need to tear down the
tents, pack supplies and reload the trailer. Just jump right in, or ask another parent. Many hands make light
work.

What if the weather is bad?
Unless conditions make it too dangerous and the regatta is called off, the rowers will race. They can and do
row in cold weather and rain.
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What will parents need at a Regatta?
Above all, be prepared for the weather and bring something to keep yourself occupied between races.
Dress in layers, especially in the early spring and late fall as mornings can be quite chilly and afternoons
can warm up nicely. Be prepared for anything, wind, rain, and even snow! Boots, hats and gloves are often
necessary. You might also want to pack:
Food you volunteered to bring
Binoculars
Cameras still and video
Extra pair of dry shoes and socks
Sunscreen

ipod
Books and magazines
Sunglasses
Money for food
Money for souvenir shirts

Extra clothes and rain jackets for
rainy days
Blankets
Comfortable chairs

What will my rower need at a Regatta?
As with parents, make sure your rower is prepared for the weather and bring something to keep them
occupied between races. Make sure they have their uniform! Have them dress in layers. Most of the rowers
have sweatshirts, sweatpants and jackets. Be prepared for anything. Wind, rain, and even snow! Boots,
hats, and gloves are often welcome. They might also want to pack:
7/16 wrench for rigging (MUST)
Blankets and sleeping bags
Pillows
Extra shoes and dry socks

Homework to do in between races
Books and magazines
Sunscreen
Camera

Extra clothes and rain jacket
ipod
Money for souvenir shirts, etc.
Sunglasses

If we have younger children, will they enjoy Regattas?
That generally depends on their age. Regattas are fun when your team’s boats are racing. But in between
times, there is not a lot to do. Some of the race locations will have a playground such as COSI in Toledo,
but others do not. If you bring a sibling, bring plenty to keep them occupied; Hand-held video games,
coloring books and crayons, a laptop that will play DVDs, books and other toys. But also remember to
dress them in layers an apply sunscreen liberally. Most often there will be others their age to socialize with.

FEES
Rowing is an expensive sport and as a club, we are not supported financially by Hilliard area high schools.
The cost for each season covers the cost of equipment, coaches’ fees, Saturday breakfast at Regattas and
race entry fees. In addition, rowers may be asked to purchase a partial membership at Metro Fitness,
allowing them to train in the off-season. All rowers must join the U.S. Rowing Association (includes rowing
insurance), which carries an annual fee. Uniforms costs are in addition to these. To help keep fees at a
minimum, we also perform fundraising activities throughout the year. Fundraising is a very important part of
being a member of the Hilliard rowing team to offset some of the costs of the sport. The rowers and their
parents are all expected to help support the team through various fundraising and volunteer opportunities.
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Parents

• love their children unconditionally.
• want nothing more than to see their children grow up to be good adults.
• want nothing more than to see their children have a happy and successful life.
• all contribute to the team on a daily basis. It is a costly sport and requires lots of time and
commitment.
• are also a big part of the team and share it’s successes...
BUT success for the team can’t be achieved if all team members are not working as a team.
SO…
1. Determine your reason to be involved with the Hilliard Rowing Team. Is it a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

to stay in shape or to get in shape,
to be part of a team,
to increase your chances on succeeding in college,
to increase your success in obtaining a college rowing scholarship, or
to make friends and lasting memories?

b.
c.
d.
e.

Always function as a leader?
Always help the team succeed to your best ability?
Always do your best to ensure the younger/less experienced rowers are learning?
Always give the team your best effort in warn-ups, in exercise and fitness, in practices, and
during Regattas?

2. What does being part of a “Team” mean to you as an individual?
3. Have you done your best in ensuring the Hilliard Rowing Team, functions as a “Team”?
4. As a Rower, you are assumed to have certain responsibilities and there are
a. certain expectations. Do you -

5. Are you maintaining an open mind and are you willing to be pushed to increase success for
the team?
6. If drama arises, are you doing your best to not contribute to it growing?
7. Are you being respectful to your coach, the parents, and your teammates?
8. As a Rower, is there anything you feel you could do better?
Success in rowing and in general, will lead to:
• Success in college,
• Success in relationships with friends and/or a spouse,
• Success in family life,
• Success in work life,
• Success in life and in general happiness.
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Insights to the Sport of Rowing
Rowing is a total body workout. Rowing only looks like an upper body sport. Although upper body strength
is important, the strength of the rowing stroke comes from the legs. Rowing is one of the few athletic
activities that involves all of the body’s major
muscle groups. It is a great aerobic workout,
in the same vein as cross-country skiing,
and is a low-impact sport on the joints.
Rowers are among the world’s best athletes.
Rowing looks graceful, elegant and
sometimes effortless when it is done well.
Don’t be fooled. Rowers haven’t been called the world’s most physically fit athletes for nothing. The sport
demands endurance, strength, balance, mental discipline, and an ability to continue on when your body is
demanding that you stop.
Rowing is the ultimate walk-on sport. (It’s easier to get started than you think.) It serves rowers of every
age and ability from the beginner to the experienced rower to the national team. So there’s definitely a
place for you. Welcome!
•
•
•
•
•

Rowing is a lifelong sport for all ages
Rowing is open to both recreational and competitive athletes
Rowing is a rhythmic, impact-free activity
Rowing is an excellent way to enjoy the outdoors
Rowing builds teamwork and is a great way to meet new people

Two Kinds of Rowing
•

•

In sweep oar rowing, each rower has only one oar and holds it with both hands. In sweep boats
each rower is either port or starboard which refers to whether his oar extends to the port or
starboard side of the boat.
In sculling, each rower has two oars (one in each hand), and because of this symmetry the rowers
are not referred to as "port" or "starboard."
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Two Kinds of Races
Rowers may take part in the sport for their leisure or they may competitively row. There are different types
of competition in the sport of rowing. In the US all types of races are referred to as "regattas" whereas this
term is only used in the UK for head-to-head races.
The crew that's making it look easy is most likely the one doing the best job. When watching a race, look
for a continuous, fluid motion from the rowers; synchronization in the boat; clean catches, i.e. oars entering
the water with little splash; and the boat with the most consistent speed.
• Sprint races held in the spring and summer are head-to-head - all the boats start at the same time
from a stationary position or floating start and the winner is the boat that crosses the finish line first.
The number of boats in a race varies between two and six. These type of races are called "sprint
races" in the US, and regattas in the UK. Regulation length races are 2,000 m long, however
occasionally the distance will be 1,000 m, or some intermediate distance dictated by the local body
of water. In general, the competition is organized in a series of rounds, with the fastest boats in
each heat qualifying for the next round. The losing boats from each heat may be given a second
chance to qualify through a repechage.
• Head races take place from fall (autumn) to early spring (depending on local conditions). Boats
begin with a rolling start at intervals of 10-20 seconds, and race against the clock. Distances usually
vary from 2,000 m to 7,000 m (although some races are over 50,000 m). Examples of head races
are the 3 mile (4,828 m) Head of the Charles in Boston MA in October and the 4 ¼ mile (6,840 m)
Head of the River Race on the Thames, London in March.

The Crew
Rowers are identified by their position in the boat. The part of the boat that crosses the finish line first, is
the bow seat or No. 1 seat. The person in front of the bow is No. 2, then No. 3 and so on. The rower
closest to the stern that crosses the finish line last is known as the stroke. The stroke of the boat must be a
strong rower with excellent technique, as the stroke is the person who sets the rhythm of the boat for the
rest of the rowers.
In a sweep boat, you may also be identified based on what side you are rowing on. When facing stem, the
right side of the boat is port and the left is starboard.
Rowers speak in terms of strokes per minute (SPM), literally the number of strokes the boat completes in a
minute’s time
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Rowing Shells
SINGLE
The smallest of boats used in the sport. The single shell is used by one sculler
with a sculling blade (oar) in each hand. Training in a single may be the best
overall method to learn to row because performance feedback is immediate
and therefore the rate of learning is usually higher than in any other boat
type. Schedules can be individually tailored in a single, and this is definitely
one of the attractions of this type of boat. PAIR A shell
rowed by two athletes, each using a sweep oar.

DOUBLE
A shell in which two scullers row using a set of sculling
oars each.

STRAIGHT FOUR
A shell in which four athletes row, each using a sweep oar. The
rower in the bow of the boat steers with a rudder by a tiller wire
attached to the toe of one shoe.

COXED FOUR
A shell in which four athletes row, each using a
sweep oar. A coxswain steers the boat and calls
the commands.

QUAD
A shell in which four scullers row, each using a pair
of oars or sculls.

EIGHT
The largest of
all rowing
shells. It is
manned by eight rowers, each using one sweep oar. A coxswain steers the boat.
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Although spectators will see hundreds of different races at a rowing event, there are only six basic boat
configurations. Sweep rowers come in pairs (2s), fours (4s) and eights (85). Scullers row in singles (1x), doubles (2x)
and quads (4x). Sweep rowers may or may not carry a coxswain (pronounced cox-in), the person who steers the boat
and serves as the on-the-water coach. All eights have coxswains, but pairs and fours may or may not. These are
called "straight" or "blind" boats. In all sculling boats and sweep boats without coxswains, a rower steers the boat by
using a rudder moved with the foot
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